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even though he had not had the means to frequent them much. What tempted him was not the idea of gulping down a glass at a counter, like a drayman with his horses pawing the ground outside. But sitting at a table, with a swell drink in front of him, he would enjoy all kinds of pleasures, including that of having a drink. The glow of alcohol, the tang of aromatic essences, added fuel to the fire of his inborn optimism.
" If it's all the same to you, we'll go to this place just opposite here. It's run by Belgians - almost fellow-countrymen of mine, for I come from the north, quite close to the frontier."
" Oh ! my family comes from there, too."
" Where from, exactly ? "
" From the Pas-de-Calais. My name is Wazemmes."
** Yes, that's a name that smacks of the district."
Once they were sitting in the cafe, the gentleman looked Wazemmes over more carefully than he had done before, and with some liking for him. How old was the fellow ? Twenty, if you took nothing but his height into account. Barely eighteen, if you studied his face and his eyes as well. But could he be a hardened frequenter of race-tracks at that age ?
Conscious of the curiosity with which the other man was looking at him, Wazemmes sipped his aperitif. He was on his best behaviour. He had put on an air of good-mannered innocence. Without hoping for anything in particular, without having any very definite ideas in his head, he wanted to inspire confidence. But he had no intention of being led by the nose blindly. His taste for seizing an opportunity did not make a ninny of him. He was, indeed, quite ready to invent lies, if he found them useful, either for hiding behind them or for putting the best possible face on himself.
" Do you go to the races often ? " the gentleman asked him.
"Fairly often."
" I've seen you at Auteuil, haven't I ? "
*f Yes, among other places,"

